
ROLLIE AND DUCKS MODEL OF RELATIONSHIP BREAKDOWN

In , Duck and his colleague Rollie proposed an addition to the model: the This shows that Duck's model of relationship
breakdown can be used.

A series of discussions take place where partners may discuss their lack of inequity, resentment and
imbalanced roles. Therefore such insights into the break-up process as applications particularly in relationship
counselling. They may also create a story that sits comfortably with themselves such as traits they found
initially endearing about the partner not reinterpreted as a characteristic that contributed to the relationship
breakdown. For example, for a person in the intra-psychic phase it may be more useful to shift their attention
to the positive aspects of their partner's personality, while for a couple in the dyadic phase communication
about dissatisfaction and ways to balance relationships is crucial. Although Monroe et al found that students
who experienced a breakup were more likely to become depressed, Tashiro and Frazier observed that when an
individual focussed on the situation, not their own personal flaws they felt better. The dissatisfied partner also
rethinks the alternatives to their current relationships. However gender differences exist and this theory could
be argued to suffer from gender bias, particularly beta bias as it attempts to play down gender differences
assuming the process is experienced similarly by men and women. In this section, friends and family become
aware of the struggling relationship. Source Real World Application Do you feel this model is a universal
experience? How do relationships end? Dickson found that while friends and relatives tend to see teenagers'
break-ups as less serious and wouldn't put much effort into reconciling partners, the ending of relationships by
older couples is seen as more distressing and those close to the couple put more effort into bringing them back
together. During the dyadic phase, an individual may communicate their distress to their partner. Dyadic phase
The second phase is the dyadic phase and sees the unhappy partner discuss their dissatisfaction. Which of
these is a synoptic IDA point? It suggests that intervention from friends and family is key to encouraging
individuals to try to salvage their relationship. The first phase is the intra-psychic phase where the focus is on
the cognitive processes within the individual. Participants will have to discuss very personal and distressing
events which may cause psychological harm. Extension In , Duck and his colleague Rollie proposed an
addition to the model: the resurrection phase. For example, teenager relationships are less stable as they are
often treated as a 'testing ground' for future relationships. Rather than doting over personal flaws, to feel better
they would look at how their long-distance relationship may be the reason behind their actions. Another
criticism of Ducks breakdown explanation is Individual differences also exist and a possible additional phase
that is unaccounted for. The social phase usually leads to the dissolution of the relationship. However, some
argue that the model ignores individual differences. One could even apply the model to celebrity breakups. For
instance, the recent split of Ariana Grande and Pete Davidson. The threshold here is, unsurprisingly, 'It's time
to start a new life'. For example, Tashiro and Frasier showed that viewing the situation, rather than own faults,
as being responsible for ending the relationships, helps people to see the break-up in a more positive light and
move on, just as Duck's model predicts. Boredom â€” lack of stimulation 3. During the Dyadic stage
communication is key and ensuring this is constructive and solution focused rather than blame orientated can
help avoid hitting the next threshold where breakdown is more difficult to avoid as it becomes social. Some
may provide previously withheld secrets to hasten the end of the relationship or help repair the relationship
between them. What do these two words mean? Precipitating factors â€” deception, boredom, conflict, better
alternative etc Dispositional verses situational factors 18 Research evidence Rohfling found reduced
proximity, a possible predisposing factor may not lead to breakdown. Define: That which causes an event or
situation to happen. Hence he developed more longitudinal research methods. This will cover why the
breakdown occurred with each person having their own account that presents themselves favourably often at
the expense of the other. Having left their partner, both sides construct their version of why their relationship
broke down, usually minimising their faults and maximising their partner's, but at the same time trying to
show themselves as trustworthy and loyal in order to attract a new partner. This process is called
'grave-dressing', signifying the closure of the previous relationship and readiness to start a new one. The
Couples Coping Enhancement Training CCET programme aims to sensitise couples to to issues such as equity
and respect within their relationship and to improve communication and problem-solving skills. Akert found
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that the person who instigated the break-up tended to suffer fewer negative consequences than the
non-instigator. Poor education 5. Research supports this model and has even found that it can be used to
prevent breakups. Reference Cardwell, M. Extra marital affairs â€” may be a direct reaction to the other
reasons discussed.


